
YALE MAXIBRAID PLUS TM

EYE SPLICE IhISTRT]CTIOI\S
Note: These instructions are intended for experienced riggers familiar

with braided rope splicing techniques and terminology.

1. Pin the core and sleeve with a small fid approximately fifteen fid lenglhs
down from the end of the rope. (lf an eye size larger than 6" is being
installed, add twice the eye length to the 15 fid lehgths.)

2. Pullthe core out from the end of the rope a distance ot 112 a fid length.
Hold the end of the sleeve down and milk the excess sleeve back to
the small fid inserted in Step 1.
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3. Measure three fid lengths plus a short fid length from the end of the core
and make MARK t on'the'sleeve.

4. Fglryr lhe desired eye size and make MARK 2 on the sleeve opposite
MARK 1. Lockstitch the sleeve to the core on the eye

lock stitch sides

5. Extract the core from the sleeve at MARK 1.

6. Extract the core from the sleeve at MAHK 2 and make MARK 3 on the
core a short fid length from MARK 2. Make MARK 4 on
the core four fid lengths from MARK 3.
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13. Finish
rope.

Insert the core tail into the core at MARK 3 and bring out at MARK 4.
Taper the core by measuring one and a harf fid renoths from the end
of the core. Mark and cut out strands using the S-s--s pattern or the4-4-5 pattern for 16 or 12 strand cores resfiec'tively.

9. Align sleeve MARKS 1 and 2 andtightly tape eye closed.

10. Smooth the core from MARK 3 to 4 allowino the core tail to disaooear
at MARK 4. Next, sew from MARK 3 to the-end of the taperedCcire.-
(Follow the approximate braid angle of the core yarns.

taper core tail wer
l-I 12 fid lengths

smoothfrommoks3 io4 core tail
to disvppear at mark 4 then sew mark3
to end of taper

11. Smooth the sleeve from the small fid toward the eye aflowing all of the
core to feed back into the sleeve.

smooth sleeve toward eye until -S
all core at titark2 
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12. Lockstitch the sleeve to the outside of the rope for a distance of
4 times the rope diameter and trim off the ex'cesi. 
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Remove the small fid of Step 1.

Lu*stitcnsuev)
to outside ofrope

.Qy yvh.ipping the lockstitched steeve tail to the main bodv of the
whip length should be S times the rope diameter. 
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